
AIRLINE CREWS NEEDS ESSAY

Essay on The Importance of the Cabin Crew in the Airline Industry is interviewed and upon successful application, and
to satisfy all other needs for its industry.

Both job roles will be asking for different entry requirements and qualifications that are needed in order to
process with the job role, as receptionists are asking for qualifications based on hospitality, air cabin crew will
be asking for qualifications based on aviation industry which is very different qualifications to each other.
Comparing both roles in progressing is similar as both job roles have the opportunity to progress within their
roles and also both cabin crew and receptionist would have had to stay within the company for certain amount
of period in order to progress within the company. The airline will provide you with a uniform, and you'll be
expected to dress smartly and be well groomed at all times. Magic Carpet Airlines is not a company who are
practicing those three aspects. The different between the training a cabin crew to a receptionist is that airlines
will provide their cabin crew members an out of house training usually taking up to 6 weeks and within this
they train the cabin crew with enough knowledge about the job role and they will also go through certain tests
such as physical tests, numerical and English tests, comparing to receptionists training it is very different, a
receptionist will be trained in house and will be trained on how to use the computer system, how to book, how
to take payment and also how to use switchboard, the receptionists will not need to go through any of the tests
also comparing to cabin crews, receptionists training will also not take time as they will be trained on daily
basis until they are familiar with the routine of the job. This is to reduce costs. A way for them to know is
through communication. It is a war of smiles. They always find a solution to any problem and fix it as quickly
as possible. The first thing that was pointed out that really made me more interested in this documentary was
the finding of what was basically a hijacking handbook. Some airlines also look for cabin crew staff that has
experience and skills in working with special needs passengers because special needs passengers will always
need help and assurance whilst flying, however a receptionist will not need this as much as they will have
other members of staff working in the hotel that will help special needs guests such as housekeeping staff or
concierge staff. This places added pressure on the crew to figure out how to deal with the passengers whose
expectations may be different from the crew members in the process causing them additional stress. A true
leader is willing to listen to others, be respectful and be able to take command. One example of how these
attitudes can affect the way hazardous situations are handled is the Air Ontario flight from Dryden, Canada.
Working hours Cabin crew work shifts that usually involve irregular and unsocial hours. The similarities in
training for cabin crew and receptionists is that they will both be provided with different qualifications that
will be useful to them in future references for example a cabin crew will be provided with below
qualifications, and these qualifications will be provided to them by the airline after completing the training
successfully. There is usually a policy for discounted travel for immediate family and spouses. As a result,
having a job that allows for frequent flying from one place to another can be exciting. In addition, long haul
flight crews are exposed to high stress situations that diminish their quality of life. How about a job that pays
people to travel? Doe: Your Flight Attendant position, as advertised in The Daily Express, caught my attention
because it involves the challenge of providing excellent customer service. Silverman, D. This is due to the fact
that various diseases have different incubation periods. A flight attendant is a person who offers services to
customers in an aircraft. Just because outbreaks have not been reported does not necessarily mean that they
have not happened. The nature of the long haul flight means that, the crew is away from their families for long
periods Doharty, n. Reproductive health disorders among female crew members have been linked to long haul
flights. However, this constant adjustment of sleep time may not be practical for fight crew in long haul
flights. The cabin crew consists of the Flight Attendants. A military phrase heard often is "there are no
individuals here! Contact our live support team for any assistance or inquiry. Furthermore, crew members
should ensure they take copious amounts of water during the flight to enhance their rehydration. And they
even pay you for that! Nowadays there is a variety of different styles or even traditional gowns for stewards
and stewardesses. Yes, flight attendants. It is a great chance to wear fancy clothes as well as uniforms that are
always attractive for others. An example of miscommunication is the Avianca jet that was in the pattern for
over an hour waiting to land at Kennedy Airport. Hochschild observed how flight attendants feelings were
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stifled, at great cost to the personal self in an effort to use the right emotions needed for their job. Temporary
disorders associated with long haul flights can be remedied by the use of medication. If a long haul flight is
crossing more than five time zones, Melatonin is indicated battle the associated jet lag. The bill collector is
supposed to keep their distance from the client. One mistake leads to another which leads to an accident.
Height[ edit ] Most airlines have height requirements for safety reasons, making sure that all flight attendants
can reach overhead safety equipment. The amount of time spent away from home varies depending on the
airline you work for, and whether you're working on short or long-haul flights. Travel grew strongly for both
leisure and business purposes.


